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Iran Sends Navy Vessels To Yemen
SANAA, Yemen (AP) — Iran dispatched a destroyer and
another naval ship to waters off Yemen on Wednesday, raising
the stakes amid a Saudi-led air campaign targeting Iranianbacked Shiite rebels fighting forces loyal to the country’s
embattled president.
The Iranian maneuver came as the U.S. deepened its support for the Saudi-led coalition, boosting weapons supplies
and intelligence-sharing and carrying out the first U.S. aerial
refueling mission of coalition fighter jets.
The Iranian warships were sent to the strategic Bab alMandab strait as part of an anti-piracy campaign to “safeguard
naval routes for vessels in the region,” Iranian Rear Adm. Habibollah Sayyari was quoted as saying by the English-language
state broadcaster Press TV.
Securing navigation in the narrow strait was a key reason
for the Saudi-led air and maritime blockade that began after
Yemen’s internationally recognized president, Abed Rabbo
Mansour Hadi, fled the country two weeks ago as the rebels
closed in on Aden, Yemen’s second-largest city where he was
based.
The fighting has pitted forces loyal to Hadi against the
Shiite rebels, known as Houthis, and allied military units who
back ousted President Ali Abdullah Saleh. Critics say Shiite
powerhouse Iran backs the Houthis, though both the Islamic
Republic and the rebels deny any direct military assistance.

Senate Creating Spy Prog. Encyclopedia
WASHINGTON (AP) — Trying to get a handle on hundreds
of sensitive, closely held surveillance programs, a Senate committee is compiling a secret encyclopedia of American intelligence collection. It’s part of an effort to improve congressional
oversight of the government’s sprawling global spying effort.
Sen. Dianne Feinstein launched the review in October
2013, after a leak by former National Security Agency systems
administrator Edward Snowden disclosed that the NSA had
been eavesdropping on German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s
cellphone. Four months earlier, Snowden had revealed the existence of other programs that vacuumed up Americans’ and
foreigners’ phone call records and electronic communications.
Feinstein and other lawmakers say they were fully briefed
about the most controversial programs leaked by Snowden,
the NSA’s collection of American phone records and the
agency’s access to U.S. tech company accounts in targeting
foreigners through its PRISM program. Those programs are
conducted under acts of Congress, supervised by a secret
federal court.
But when it comes to surveillance under Executive Order
12333, which authorizes foreign intelligence collection overseas without a court order, there are so many programs that
even the executive branch has trouble keeping track of them,
Feinstein said. Many are so sensitive that only a handful of
people are authorized to know the details, which complicates
the management challenge.

Afghan Soldier Opens Fire, Kills One
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) — An Afghan soldier shot and
killed a U.S. soldier and wounded two others Wednesday
before being shot dead, the first so-called “insider attack” to
target NATO troops since they ended their combat mission at
the start of the year.
The shooting happened after Afghan provincial leaders met
a U.S. Embassy official at the compound of the Nangarhar provincial governor in the city of Jalalabad. All U.S. Embassy staff
were accounted for and safe, the diplomatic mission said.
“Right after the U.S. official had left, suddenly an Afghan
army soldier opened fire on the U.S. soldiers who were present
in the compound,” said Afghan Gen. Fazel Ahmad Sherzad, the
police chief for eastern Nangarhar province
The American troops returned fire, killing the Afghan
soldier, whom Sherzad identified as Abdul Azim of Laghman
province.
The motive for his attack was not immediately known
and no group claimed responsibility for the assault. In past
attacks, Taliban insurgents have been known to wear Afghan
police or military uniforms to stage attacks on the international troops. Others have opened fire apparently on the own
accord, like an Afghan soldier who last year killed Maj. Gen.
Harold J. Greene, the highest-ranked U.S. officer to be slain in
combat since 1970 in the Vietnam War.

Conditions Turn Dire In Refugee Camp
BEIRUT (AP) — When hundreds of Islamic State militants
muscled into the Yarmouk refugee camp last week and planted
their black flags amid the charred, blown-out buildings, it
was the latest trial for the remaining Palestinians who for two
years have endured a suffocating government siege, starvation
and disease.
The dire situation in the camp appears certain to deteriorate as the extremist group looks to consolidate its hold and
establish a presence near the heart of the Syrian capital.
It is a high-stakes fight whose outcome may determine the
direction of the civil war around Damascus, where President
Bashar Assad has maintained a firm grip despite the presence
of thousands of rebels in surrounding suburbs.
Heavy clashes continued in the camp, a week after extremists from the Islamic State group burst in from the Hajar Aswad district south of Damascus. They had settled in that area
after being pushed out of regions east of the capital by Islamic
rebels last year.

Tsarnaev Guilty On All Charges
In Boston Marathon Bombing
BY DENISE LAVOIE
AP Legal Affairs Writer

BOSTON — Dzhokhar
Tsarnaev was convicted on
all charges Wednesday in the
Boston Marathon bombing by a jury that will now
decide whether the 21-yearold should be executed or
shown mercy for what his
lawyer says was a crime
masterminded by his big
brother.
The former college
student stood with his hands
folded, fidgeted and looked
down at the defense table in
federal court as he listened
to the word “guilty” recited
on all 30 counts against him,
including conspiracy and
deadly use of a weapon of
mass destruction. Seventeen
of those counts are punishable by death.
The verdict, reached after
a day and a half of deliberations, was practically a
foregone conclusion, given
his lawyer’s startling admission at the trial’s outset that
Tsarnaev carried out the terror attack with his now-dead
older brother, Tamerlan.
The defense strategy is to
try to save Tsarnaev’s life in
the upcoming penalty phase
by arguing he fell under
Tamerlan’s evil influence.
The two shrapnel-packed
pressure-cooker bombs that
exploded near the finish line
on April 15, 2013, killed three
spectators and wounded
more than 260 other people,
turning the traditionally
celebratory home stretch of
the world-famous race into a
scene of carnage and putting
the city on edge for days.
Tsarnaev was found responsible not only for those
deaths but for the killing of
a Massachusetts Institute
of Technology police officer
who was gunned down days
later during the brothers’
getaway attempt.
“It’s not a happy occasion, but it’s something,” said
Karen Brassard, who suffered
shrapnel wounds on her legs
and attended the trial. “One
more step behind us.”
She said Tsarnaev
appeared “arrogant” and
uninterested during the trial,
and she wasn’t surprised
when she saw no remorse
on his face as the verdicts
were read. She refused to
say whether she believes he
deserves the death penalty,
but she rejected the defense
argument that he was simply
following his brother’s lead.
“He was in college. He
was a grown man who knew
what the consequences
would be,” Brassard said. “I
believe he was ‘all in’ with
the brother.”
Tsarnaev’s lawyers left
the courthouse without
comment.
In the penalty phase,
which could begin as early
as Monday, the jury will hear
evidence on whether he
should get the death penalty
or spend the rest of his life
in prison.
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FBI mugshot of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev. A federal jury found
Tsarnaev guilty in the Boston Marathon bombing.

Defense attorney Judy
Clarke argued at trial that
Tsarnaev was led astray
by his radicalized brother,
telling the jury: “If not for
Tamerlan, it would not have
happened.” She repeatedly referred to Dzhokhar
— then 19 — as a “kid” and a
“teenager.”
Prosecutors, however,
portrayed the brothers —
ethnic Chechens who moved
to the United States from
Russia more than a decade
ago — as full partners in a
brutal and coldblooded plan
to punish the U.S. for its
wars in Muslim countries.
Jihadist writings, lectures and
videos were found on both
their computers, though the
defense argued that Tamerlan
downloaded the material and
sent it to his brother.
Tamerlan, 26, died when
he was shot by police and run
over by his brother during a
chaotic getaway attempt days
after the bombing.
The government called 92
witnesses over 15 days, painting a hellish scene of torn-off
limbs, blood-spattered
pavement, ghastly screams
and the smell of sulfur and
burned hair.
Survivors gave heartbreaking testimony about
losing legs in the blasts or
watching people die. The
father of 8-year-old Martin
Richard described making the
agonizing decision to leave
his mortally wounded son
so he could get help for his
6-year-old daughter, whose
leg had been blown off.
In the courtroom Wednesday, Denise Richard, the boy’s
mother, wiped tears from
her face after the verdict.
The youngster’s father, Bill
Richard, embraced one of the
prosecutors.

In Russia, Tsarnaev’s
father, Anzor Tsarnaev, told
The Associated Press in recent days that he would have
no comment.
The others killed in the
bombing were Lingzi Lu, a
23-year-old Chinese graduate
student at Boston University, and Krystle Campbell, a
29-year-old restaurant manager. MIT Officer Sean Collier
was shot to death at close
range days later.
In a statement, Collier’s
family welcomed the verdict
and added: “The strength
and bond that everyone has
shown during these last two
years proves that if these
terrorists thought that they
would somehow strike fear
in the hearts of people, they
monumentally failed.”
Some of the most damning
evidence at the trial included
video showing Tsarnaev
planting a backpack containing one of the bombs near
where the 8-year-old boy
was standing, and a confession scrawled inside the
dry-docked boat where a
wounded and bleeding Tsarnaev was captured days after
the tragedy.
“Stop killing our innocent
people and we will stop,” he
wrote.
Tsarnaev’s lawyers barely
cross-examined the government’s witnesses and called
just four people to the stand
over less than two days, all in
an effort to portray the older
brother as the guiding force
in the plot.
According to defense testimony, phone records showed
Dzhokhar was at the University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth while his brother was
buying bomb components, including pressure cookers and
BBs. Tamerlan’s computer

showed search terms such as
“detonator” and “transmitter
and receiver,” while Dzhokhar
was largely spending time on
Facebook and other social
media sites. And Tamerlan’s fingerprints, but not
Dzhokhar’s, were found on
pieces of the two bombs.
Clarke is one of the nation’s foremost death-penalty
specialists and an expert at
keeping her clients off death
row. She saved the lives of
Unabomber Ted Kaczynski and Susan Smith, the
South Carolina woman who
drowned her two children in
a lake in 1994.
Tsarnaev’s lawyers tried
repeatedly to get the trial
moved out of Boston because
of the heavy publicity and
the widespread trauma. But
opposition to capital punishment is strong in Massachusetts, which abolished its
state death penalty in 1984,
and some polls have suggested a majority of Bostonians
do not want to see Tsarnaev
sentenced to die.
The 12-member jury must
be unanimous for Tsarnaev
to receive a death sentence;
otherwise the penalty will be
life behind bars.
During the penalty phase,
Tsarnaev’s lawyers will present so-called mitigating evidence to try to save his life.
That could include evidence
about his family, his relationship with his brother, and
his childhood in the former
Soviet republic of Kyrgyzstan
and later in the volatile Dagestan region of Russia.
Prosecutors will present
so-called aggravating factors in support of the death
penalty, including the killing
of a child and the targeting
of the marathon because of
the potential for maximum
bloodshed.
Dan Collins, a former
federal prosecutor who
handled the case against a
suspect in the 2008 terrorist
attacks in Mumbai, India, said
Massachusetts’ history of
opposition to capital punishment will have no bearing
on the jury’s decision about
Tsarnaev’s fate.
“When you ask people
their opinion of the death
penalty, there are a number
who say it should only be reserved for the horrific cases,”
he said. “Here you have what
is one of the most horrific
acts of terrorism on U.S. soil
in American history, so if you
are going to reserve the death
penalty for the worst of the
worse, this is it.”
Liz Norden, the mother
of two sons who lost parts
of their legs in the bombing, said death would be the
appropriate punishment: “I
don’t understand how anyone
could have done what he
did.”
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for 30 words and $.20 per word after 30.
ONLY ONE ADDRESS ALLOWED IN EACH AD.

Stop By The Press & Dakotan To Place Your Ad
OR email classifieds@yankton.net

INCLUDES:

• • Your ad (30 words, 1 address per ad) placed in the special
•
Citywide Rummage Sale section published on
•
Wednesday, April 29th & Saturday, May 2nd
ad will also appear on-line at www.yankton.net
• •• Your
Garage
Sale Kit: 2 Yard Signs with Balloons
•
•
Sponsored by the:

DEADLINE: 5PM, FRIDAY, APRIL 24TH

The first step to being prepared for severe weather is knowing when
it’s about to hit.
If you have a weather radio in your home you’ll have advance warning
when severe weather is heading toward you.
The Press & Dakotan and both locations of Kopetsky’s Ace Hardware will
be giving away a weather radio ($37.99 value) to two lucky readers.
Just fill out the entry form and drop it at either Kopetsky’s Ace Hardware.
Locations are 2404 Broadway or 103 W. 3rd St. by Tuesday, April 15, 2015.
A winner will be drawn from each location and announced on the Severe
Weather Awareness page running in the April 20 Press & Dakotan in
conjunction with Severe Weather Awareness Week in South Dakota.

Hardware/Downtown
North Location: 2404 Broadway
Downtown Location: 103 W. 3rd St.

103 W. 3rd, Yankton
(605) 665-2813

319 Walnut St. • 605-665-7811
www.yankton.net

2404 Broadway, Yankton

Hardware/North (605) 260-2813
NAME_______________________________PHONE_________
ADDRESS__________________________________________
SIGNATURE:________________________________________
Entry deadline is April 14, 2015. Must be 18 or older. Yankton Media, Inc., employees and their immediate family members are ineligble. By signing above,
you give permission for your name and/or likeness to be published in any of the Yankton Media, Inc., publications including on the Internet. — No Purchase
Necessary —

